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1. Introduction 
G. KoTHE and 0. ToEPLITZ [1] defined a ring R of infinite matrices 
by the properties that, if A, B, 0 belong to R, then (i) A+ B and AB 
also belong toR, (ii) (AB)O=A(BO}, (iii} all series I,iai,Ak 1) occurring 
in the product of two matrices of R are absolutely convergent. 
A set of infinite matrices which has property (i), but not necessarily 
(ii} or (iii}, will be called a generalised ring, or g-ri'ng; if such a set possesses 
neither of properties (ii), (iii), it will be called an unrestricted g-ring. The 
following definitions will also be of use in classifying g-rings: 
(a} An absolute g-ring is a g-ring with properties (i) and (iii), but 
not (ii); 
(b) An associative g-ring possesses at least properties (i) and (ii). 
A. WEBER ([2], 228) pointed out that most of his results on isomorphic 
Kothe-Toeplitz rings hold also for associative g-rings. P. VERMES [3] 
proved that the class of Cl-matrices (see § 4 below) forms an associative 
g-ring, not possessing property (iii). We shall prove that this g-ring is 
maximal, under a suitable definition. 
Absolute g-rings have been constructed by P. VERMES [4] and J. 
CoPPING [5], and I have recently given an example of an unrestricted 
g-ring [6]. Another method of constructing unrestricted g-rings will be 
given in § 5. 
If a g-ring S contains the scalar matrices, and if A, B belong to S, 
then (i) A+ B is inS, (ii} AB is inS, (iii} cA is inS, where cis any scalar, 
and so Sis an algebra. However, J. CoPPING ([5], 181) has given an example 
of a g-ring without a unit element. 
· Some properties of g-rings are investigated below, using a variant of 
the usual concept of dual sequence spaces, ([7], 275); ordinary, instead 
of absolute, convergence is p~stulated for the "product" x'y = I,.x.y, of 
two sequences x = { x1}, y = {y,}. This idea has been exploited in more 
detail by H. R. CHILLINGWORTH [8], to obtain results on transformations 
of spaces; it was first considered by G. KoTHE and 0. ToEPLITZ at the 
end of their original paper on sequence spaces, ([1], § 16), in which they 
also introduced the spaces -r, tp defined in § 4 below. 
1) I; will mean If-1 throughout. 
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2. g-projective convergence in sequence spaces 
Let x= {x,} (i= 1, 2, ... ), be any point of a sequence space IX. The set 
of sequences y= {y.} such that x'y = '2:,,x.y, converges for every x in IX 
will be called the g-dual space of IX, and denoted by IXt. The usual dual 
space of IX, denoted by IX*, is the set of sequences { z.} such that '2:,,x,z, 
converges absolutely for all x in IX. Evidently, IXt;;;;.IX*. If IX**=IX, IX is 
perfect ([7], 275); analogously, if IXtt=IX, IX will be called g-perfect. 
Much of the Kothe-Toeplitz theory, including extensions and further 
results due to H. S. ALLEN, can be adapted for g-duality, thus yielding 
results on matrix g-rings. Theorems whose proofs can be taken over 
more or less verbatim, with obvious alterations, will be stated below 
in their "generalised" form without proof, references being given to the 
originals. 
Theorem 2. I. (i) IXtt;;;;.IX; (ii) IXttt=IXt; (iii) every g-perfect space 
contains qJ, the space of all finite sequences, (iv) if IX< {3, then IXt;;;;. pt; 
(v) IXtt is the smallest g-perfect space containing IX. Of. [7], 275, (10.1, I-III). 
A sequence x<n> (n= 1, 2, ... ),of points in a sequence space IX is coordinate 
convergent (c-cgt), when lim x).">=xk exists for every k; then c-lim x<n>=x 
n-+oo 
([7], 283). If f{J</3<1Xt and v .. = !r.:Xi.">~ converges for every u in {3, we 
shall say that x<"> is g-projective convergent relative to {3, or g- IX{3- cgt. 
If {3=1Xt, we shall refer simply to g-IX-cgce. If {3 is restricted so that 
qJ < {3 <IX*, then 1X{3- cgce and g-"txf3- cgce coincide. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions for either are then given by the Cauchy test, ([7], 284, 10.2, 
I (i)), which also serves for g-IX{3-cgce when IX*<f3<1Xt. 
Theorem 2. II. g-IX{3-cgce implies c-cgce. Cf. [7], 283. 
A point x (in or outside IX} is the g-projective limit of a sequence x<n> 
in IX relative to {3, or g-1X{3-lim x<n>, when (i) '2:,kur.:Xk converges for every 
u in {3, and (ii) lim vl."luk= Uk~ for every u in {3. When {3=1Xt, we 
n-+co 
write x = g -IX -lim x<n>. If g -IX{3 -lim x<nl = x, then c -lim x<n> = x, but 
the' converse is not necessarily true (cf. [7], 288, where x<n> is also 
g- a1D- cgt). 
If x={xk} (k=1, 2, ... ), and x<n> is defined by x).">=xk (1<.k<.n),=0 
(k>n), x<n> is a section of x. 
Theorem 2. III. If IX>f{J, every sequence in pt is the g-IX{3-limit 
of its sections. Cf. [7], 289, (10.3, III). 
If the c-limit of every g-projective convergent sequence in IX is the 
g-projective limit of that sequence, IX is regular under g-projective conver-
gence. A sequence space IX is g-projective convergence-closed when the 
c-limit of every g-projective convergent sequence in IX is itself in IX; IX is 
g-projective limit-closed when the g-projective limit of every g-projective 
convergent sequence in IX is itself in IX. If IX is g-projective convergence-
closed under g- IX{3- cgce, then IX is also g-projective limit-closed under 
g-IX{3-cgce, but the converse is false (cf. [7], 290). 
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Theorem 2. IV. If IX)>cp and is g-projective limit-closed under 
g-IX{J-cgce, then IX is g-perfect, and IX=(Jt. Cf. [7], 292, (10.3, VIII). 
In particular, if IX> cp and is limit-closed under g -IX- cgce, then IX is 
g-perfect. 
The set of matrices A= (ai,i), such that the transformation Yi = Lkai,kxk 
carries any point x of a sequence space IX into a point y of a sequence 
space (J, will be denoted by ....II{IX, (J); the set which transforms IX into itself 
will be denoted by ....11(1X). If absolute convergence is required for the series 
Lkai,kxk, the resulting sub-set of ....II(IX, (J) is denoted by IX--?- (J, and that 
of ....11(1X) is denoted by L(IX), ([9], 298). 
A sequence space is normal if, whenever x is in IX and IYkl < lxkl for 
every k, then y is also in IX. Every perfect space is normal ([7], 278). 
Theorem 2. V. If IX is normal, then (i) IX*=IXt, (ii) IX--?- (J=....II(IX, (J). 
(i) If x is any point in IX, and u is a given point in IXt, then Iuixi is 
convergent. Since IX is normal, the point z defined by lzil =!xi!, arg zi= 
= - arg ui (i = l, 2, ... ), belongs to IX, while ui zi = luixil· Then Iuizi 
converges, i.e. Iuixi is absolutely convergent, and so u is in IX*. Thus 
IX t <:;IX* ; since also IX t >IX*, the first result follows. 
(ii) Let A be any matrix of ....II{IX, (J) x any point of IX and Yi = Lkai.kxk, 
so that y is in (J. We can choose w in IX such that lwkl = lxkl and, for any 
given value of i, say i0, ai,kwk=lai.kxkl (k=l, 2, ... ). Then zi= Lkai,kwk 
defines a point z in (J, since w is in IX and A belongs to ....II(IX, (J), and so, 
in particular, Iai,,kwk= Ilai,,kxkl converges. Thus Iai.kxk is absolutely 
convergent for all i, and so A belongs to IX --?- (J. The result follows. 
Corollary l. If IXt is normal, then IXt =IX*. 
The argument is similar to that of (i). 
Corollary 2. If IX is normal, then L(1X) = ....11(1X). 
If, with a set S of matrices, we can associate a sequence space IX such 
that every row of Sis in IX, and every point in IX is a row of a matrix of 
S, then IX is the row-space of S. Column-spaces are similarly defined with 
respect to columns. 
Theorem 2. VI. (i) If IX)>cp,(J is the column-space of ....II(1X,(J); 
(ii) if (J > cp, IXt is the row-space of ....II{IX, .(J). Cf. [9], 299, (6.4, I). 
3. Matrix g-rings 
The following three theorems lead to a condition for ....11(1X) to be an 
associative g-ring; there is a close analogy with the corresponding condition 
for L(1X) to be a Kothe-Toeplitz ring. 
Theorem 3. I. If (a) IX)>cp, (b) IXt is regular under g-IXtiX-cgce, 
and (c) A belongs to ....II(IX, (J), then (i) (u'A)x=u'(Ax) for every x in IX and 
u in (Jt, and (ii) A' belongs to ....II((Jt, 1Xt). Cf. [9], 284, (6.2, II). 
Corollary. Under the conditions of the theorem, let x<nl be in IX and 
let g- IX -lim x<nl = x, where x is in IX; then g- (J -lim Ax<nl =Ax. 
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From (i), if u is in {Jt, (x<n>'A')u=x<nl'(A'u), so that 
lim u'(Ax<nl)=lim (x<n>'A')u=x'(A'u)=(u'A)x=u'(Ax). 
n~oo n-+oo 
The result follows. 
The set of all matrices A such that (i) A belongs to .A(.x), (ii) A' belongs 
to .4({3), where p<.{J<..xt, (iii) (u'A)x=u'(Ax) for every x in .x and u in 
{J, will be denoted by .Ap(.x). 
Theorem 3. II. .Ap(.x) is an associative g-ring. Cf. [9], 308, (6.4, 
XII) and 3ll, (6.5, II). 
Theorem 3. III. If .x;;.p and IXt is regular under g-.xt.x-cgce, 
then (i) ..4 "'t(.x) = .A(.x), (ii) .A(.x) is an associative g-ring. 
By definition, ..4 "'t.(.x) is the set of all matrices such that (a) A is in 
.A(.x), (b) A' is in .A(.xt), (c) (u'A)x=u'(Ax) for all x in .x and u in .xt. 
It follows from Theorem 3. I. that every A in .A(.x) satisfies (b) and (c), 
and hence (i) follows. (ii) now follows from Theorem 3. II. 
That .A(.x) is not always a g-ring is shown by considering 0, the space 
of all stationary sequences. For .4(0~ includes .E(O) and, from [9], 307, 
there exist matrices A, B in .E(O) whose product has every element in 
its first row unity, and so does not belong to ..4(0). 
Theorem 3. IV. If (a) .x, {J are g-perfect, (b) .xt is regular under 
g- .xt.x-cgce, and (c) {J is regular under g- {J- cgce, then .A'(.x, {J) = .A({Jt, .xt). 
Under the hypotheses of the theorem, it follows from Theorem 3. I. 
that if A is in .A(.x, {J), then A' is in .A({Jt, .xt), and so 
(3.1) .A'(.x, {J) < .A({Jt, .xt). 
Applying (3.1) to pt, .xt, we have 
(3.2) .A'({Jt, .xt) < .A(.x, {J), 
since .x, {J are g-perfect and {J is regular under g-{J- cgce. It follows that 
(3.3) 
The result follows from (3.1) and (3.3). 
Corollary. If .x is g-perfect and regular under g- .x- cgce, and if 
also .xt is regular under g-.xt.x-cgce, then .A'(.x)=.A(.xt). 
A g-ring which is not a proper part of any other g-ring will be called 
a maximal g-ring. 
Theorem 3. V. If .x is g-perfect and .A(.x) is a g-ring, then .A(.x) 
is a maximal g-ring. 
We suppose that .A(.x) is not maximal, and so is a proper part of another 
g-ring R. The product (cf. § I) of any row of a matrix of .A(.x) with any 
column of a matrix of R must exist; and since the row-space of .A(.x) 
is .xt, by Theorem 2. VI., the columns of all matrices of R must belong 
to .xtt, i.e., to .x, since .x is g-perfect. Since R contains .A(.x), it follows 
20 Series A 
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that <X is the column-space of R. Now, since R is a g-ring, every matrix 
of R transforms the column-space of R (i.e., <X) into itself, so that all 
matrices of R belong to ..A(<X), which gives the required contradiction. 
Corollary. If <X is g-perfect and ,xt is regular under g-,xt,x-cgce, 
then ..A(<X) is a maximal (associative) g-ring; i.e., ,A'(,x) is associative, but 
not a proper part of any other g-ring, whether associative or not. 
This follows with the help of Theorem 3. III. 
Theorem 3. VI. Every maximal g-ring contains the scalar matrices. 
Of. [9], 313, (6.5, VI). 
Theorem 3. VII. Every maximal g-ring contains M 1, the ring of 
all column- and row-bounded matrices. Of. [9], 313-315, (6.5, VII). 
Corollary. If a g-ring 0 does not contain M 1, (e.g., the unrestricted 
g-ring G of § 5 below), the union of 0 and M 1 will generate another g-ring. 
All products concerned exist, since there is a maximal g-ring to which 
both 0 and M 1 belong. 
Theorem 3. VIII. If a matrix g-ring R is maximal, then R' is 
maximal. Of. [9], 313, (6.5, V). 
Theorem 3. IX. Every maximal g-ring R has a column-space <X, 
and a row-space {3. Also (i) q;,;;;;.{J,;;;;.,xt, (ii) cp<.<X<,{Jt, (iii) R.;;;...A(<X). (iv) 
R' ,;;;;....4'({3). Of. (9], 315, (6.5, VIII). 
Corollary. There exist sequence spaces <X for which products in ..A(<X) 
are non-associative. 
This follows from the existence of unrestricted g-rings. 
(3.4) We next apply the idea of g-projective convergence to sequences 
of matrices. 
Definitions. (i) Let A'm' (m= 1, 2, ... ) be a sequence of matrices. 
If (A (ml)i.i --+ ai,i as m --+ oo for all~ i, j, A (mJ is coordinate convergent 
(c-cgt}, and we write c-lim A'm'=A. 
(ii) If A (mJ, in ..A(<X, {3), is such that, whenever x is fixed in <X, the 
sequence A'm'x is g-f3t-t-cgt (cp<t-t<f3t), then A'm' is g-projective convergent 
in ..A (<X, {3) relative to ft. 
Theorem 3. X. In ..A(<X, {3), g-projective convergence implies c-cgce. 
Of. [9], 326. 
Now let R beag-ring whose column-space is <X and row-space {3(-;;:;.q;). 
Then R is in ..A(<X) and {J,;;;;.,xt. Let A'm' be a sequence of matrices in R, 
and let x be any point in <X and u any point in {3. Then A (mlx is in <X, and 
vm=u'(A'm'x) exists, since f3< ,xt. If vm converges as m--+ oo for all x 
in <X and for all u in {3, then A'm' will be called g-,x{J-cgt; if, further, 
there is a matrix A such that u'(A'm'x)--+ u'(Ax) for all x in <X and for all 
u in {3, then A is the g- ,x{J -limit of A (mJ, and if A is in R for all convergent 
sequences A (mJ in R, then R is g-projective limit-closed. 
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If the c-limit of every convergent sequence in R is the g-projective 
limit of that sequence, then R is regular. 
A maximal g-ring will be called g-perfect if its column-space is g-perfect. 
Theorem 3. XI. If a maximal g-ring R is regular and g-projective 
limit-closed under g- IX/3- cgce, where IX is the column-space of R and f3 its 
row-space, then R is g-perfect. Cf. [9], 334, (6.7, I). 
Theorem 3. XII. If a g-ring R has row-space f3, column-space IX, 
where IXt is regular under g-IXtiX-Cgce, and (i) R is regular and g-projective 
limit-closed under g- IX/3- cgce, (ii) R contains M 1, then R is a g-perfect 
maximal g-ring. 
Cf. [9], 335-336, (6.7, II), the last sentence on p. 335 being replaced 
by the following: 
''Let x'n> be the sections of x in IX, then g- IX -lim x n> = x; and since 
IXt is regular under g-IXtiX-cgce, it follows, from Theorem 3. I., Corollary, 
that g- IX -lim Ax'n> =Ax, i.e., g- IX -lim Anx =Ax", where An is the 
matrix obtained by replacing all columns of A after the n-th. column 
by zero elements. 
(3.5) Isomorphic g-rings. 
If a g-ring contains M 1 and the scalar matrices, we will say that it is 
semi-maximal. From Theorems 3. VI. and 3. VII., every maximal g-ring 
is also semi-maximal. We define the centre of a g-ring R as the set of all 
matrices of R such that (i) AB= BA, (ii) A(BO) = (AB)O, (iii) B(AO) = 
= (BA)O, (iv) (BO)A = B(OA) for all matrices B, 0 of R, (cf. the corre-
sponding definition of the centre of an algebra, [10], 707). Since a matrix 
commutes with every matrix in M 1 if, and only if, it is a scalar matrix, 
([9], 321), it follows that semi-maximal g-rings are concentric, their 
common centre being the ring of the scalar matrices. 
Two semi-maximal g-rings are isomorphic over the centre if there is a 
one-one correspondence between them preserving sums and products and 
such that every scalar matrix is self-corresponding. 
An isomorphism between two g-rings M, M' is a transformation-
isomorphism if there exist two matrices P, Q such that to every matrix 
A in M corresponds the matrix QAP (the product being associative) 
in M'. The main theorem of A. WEBER on isomorphisms ([2], 229) holds 
in the following more general form, as he, in effect, pointed out ([2], 
228 and 229, footnote 8). 
Theorem 3. XIII. Every isomorphism of two semi-maximal asso-
ciative g-rings over their centre is a transformation-isomorphism. 
4. Application to 15-matrices; examples of maximal g-rings 
15-matrices are defined by the properties (i) Lnan,k is convergent for 
all k, (ii) Lr'~ 1 1Lf~ 1 (ai,k-ai,k+I)i <.,M. 
P. VERMES [3] has proved that this is the class of matrices for which 
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the convergence of Iuk implies the existence of vn and the convergence 
of Ivn, where vn = Lkan.kuk. He also proved that b-matrices form an 
associative g-ring Ll. 
We shall denote the space of all sequences {xi} such that Ixi is convergent 
by r. Thus dt(r) is the g-ring Ll, and it follows from Theorem 2. VI. that 
r is the column-space of Ll. Let the set of all sequences {uk} such that 
Lkiuk-uk+1 ! is convergent be denoted by "P· 
Theorem 4. I. 1p is the row-space of Ll. 
(i) If u, v belong to 1p, then 
(4.1) I (uk+vk)- (uk+I + vk+ 1 )J < !uk- uk+ll + !vk-vk+I!, 
so that u+v also belongs to "P· Also cu is clearly in 1p, c being any scalar, 
and it follows that 1p is a sequence space. 
(ii) If u is any point in 1p, the matrix defined by au=Uk (k= 1, 2, ... ), 
ai,k=O (i*1), is a b-matrix. 
(iii) Let {uk}={bi.k} be the i-th row of a b-matrix. Now the first 
and i-th rows of B are interchanged on pre-multiplication by a certain 
permutator ([7), 10), which is itself a r'l-matrix, and thus there is a 
r'l-matrix A of which {uk} is the first row, i.e. bi,k=al,k (k= 1, 2, ... ). 
Now, from the second condition for r'l-matrices, Ik"~ 1 1Lf~ 1 (ai,k-ai,k+l)I-;;;;,M 
for all n; putting n = 1, it follows that Ik'~ 1 iuk-uk+Ii <;M, so that 
Lkiuk-uk+1 i is convergent. This completes the proof. 
Corollary. rt =1p. 
This follows with the help of Theorem 2. VI. Alternative proofs of 
this corollary are given by G. KoTHE and 0. ToEPLITZ ([1], 223) and by 
H. R. CHILLINGWORTH [8]. 
Theorem 4. II. (i) 1pt=r, (ii) T and 1p are g-perfect. 
Let x be in 1pt, so that Iukxk is convergent for all u in "P· In particular, 
we can take u such that uk = 1 for every k, so that the convergence of 
Ixk follows. Therefore xis in r, and so rtt=1pt<;r. But rtt;;_;;,r, and 
so 1pt =rtt =T. Also "Ptt =Tt =1p; thus both T and 1p are g-perfect. 
Theorem 4. III. Ll is a maximal g-ring. 
Ll = ult'(r) is a g-ring, and T is g-perfect, so that the result follows from 
Theorem 3. V. 
Further examples of maximal g-rings are given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. IV. If L(1X) is a maximal ring, then it is also a maximal 
g-ring. 
If L'(1X) is a maximal ring, then 1X is perfect ([9], 316), and so is also 
normal ([7], 278). Now if 1X is normal, then 1X* = 1Xt, by Theorem 2. V.; 
and, since (X* is always normal, we have 1Xtt=(1X*)t=1X**=1X. Thus 1X is 
also g-perfect, and it now follows from Theorem 3. V. that L(1X) is a maxi-
mal g-ring. 
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As examples, the rings of Kr-matrices, Kc-matrices and H-matrices 
(cf. [7], 29, 265) are all maximal g-rings. 
5. Unrestricted g-rings 
In [6], I constructed an unrestricted g-ring R by considering the 
matrices 
1, 1, 1, 0, 2"' 3" 4"' 
-12- 22' 12- 32' -12-42 ' 
1 1 l 
1"' 3" 4" 
(5.1) A= -2"'' -2"'' -2"' B= 22- P' 0, 22- 32' -22-42' l l 1 ' 
3"'' 3"' 3"' l" 2" 0, 4"' 32-12' -32- 22' -32- 42' 
where 0 < x < t, and proved 
Theorem 5. I. The matrices .Li~ 1 ciAi+kl, where each Ai is a 
finite product formed from A and powers of B in any order, and k, ci are 
arbitrary scalars, form an unrestricted g-ring R with unit element. 
I now show that R is not power-associative. 
Theorem 5. II. R contains elements P such that P 2 ·PofoP·P2• 
Let P=A+B; then 
P 2 = (A +B)2 =A.A + BA +AB+ B 2, where A= _L;;"~ 1 ( -1)n-ln-"'. 
We have 
P 2 ·P=A.2A + (BA)A + (AB)A + B 2A +A.AB+(BA)B+ (AB)B+ B 3 , 
while 
P·P2 =A.2A +A.BA +A(BA) +A(AB)+AB2 + B 2A + B(AB) +B3 • 
Now 
(BA)B=B(AB), (BA)A=A.BA, (AB)B=AB2 , A(AB)=!J.AB; 
hence 
p2. p- p .p2= (AB)A -A(BA) + i-A.AB. 
The leading element of the right-hand side is n2/8- (- (n2/8)) + rV, ofo 0, 
and so the result follows. 
(5.2) I now give another method of constructing unrestricted g-rings, 
based on the dilution of matrices (see, e.g., [11 ]). Let A, B be any members 
of matrix g-rings R, R' respectively, and let X, Y be defined by 
xi.i=O if either i or j is even, x2n-l, 2k-l =an.k (n, k= 1, 2,; ... ); 
Yi,i=O if either i or j is odd, y2n, 2k=bn, 1, (n, k=1, 2, ... ) 
Then X, Y separately generate g-rings, say S, S', and the union of 
these is a g-ring G, since we have 
(5.3) XY=YX=O for all X inS, Yin S'. 
By choosing R, R' suitably, G will be an unrestricted g-ring; for example, 
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let R be the associative g-ring L1 and R' an absolute g-ring given by 
P. VERMES [4]. 
Given any unrestricted g-ring G, we can then take any other g-ring Q 
and form a further unrestricted g-ring by again diluting G and Q as 
above for R and R'. 
(5.4) If R, R' both contain the scalar matrices, then so does G, and G 
is therefore an algebra (cf. § 1). S, S' are then also algebras, their unit 
elements being respectively P and Q, defined by 
(5.5) p 211_ 1, 211_ 1 = 1, Pi.i=O (i, j* 2n-1); q2n,2n= 1, qi,i=O (i, j*2n). 
By (5.3), G is decomposable ([10], 709) into S, S', which are ideals of G. 
(5.6) We now suppose that R, R' are semi-maximal g-rings, thus con-
taining the scalar matrices, by Theorem 3. VI., and we construct first 
S, S' and then G, as above. G cannot be a smni-maximal g-ring, as it 
does not contain M 1; in fact, the centre of G is the union of the centres 
of S, S', (cf. [10], 710, lemma 2, which holds also when the algebras are 
infinite-dimensional linear spaces over the field of complex numbers). 
Now the centres of S, S' respectively are the rings of matrices CtP, c2Q 
where P, Q are defined by (5.5) and Ct· c2 are arbitrary scalars. The centre 
of G is therefore the ring of matrices A given by a211_L 211_ 1 =.x, a211•211 =fJ, 
where .x, fJ are arbitrary scalars, all other elements being zero. 
I express my thanks to Dr. R. G. CooKE for helpful criticism received 
during the preparation of this paper. 
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